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1 Alliteration is the repetition of the 
_______ consonant sounds.  

 Check the answer.

3 Circle the word that rhymes with stray. 

8 What consonant is being repeated in this 
example of alliteration?  Circle the letters.

 Ricky the rabbit refused  

to run rapidly.

10 What is being repeated in the following 
sentence?  Circle the answer letter.  

 The loud crowd was proud as their 
team bowed to their fans. 

a. a word 

b. a color

c. a sound  

4 Fill in the blank to complete the 
alliteration in the following sentence.

 The baby _________ buzzed by 

 Betty’s buggy. 

9 Circle the best word to complete this 
alliteration.  

 Tom tossed ______ tomatoes today. 

2 Underline ALL the words that  
rhyme in this sentence. 

 We will soon see the moon in June.

7 Write two words that rhyme with frown.

6 Circle the word that rhymes with deer. 

Poetic Devices

5 Check ALL the words that rhyme in this 
sentence.  

 My candy cane melted in the rain 
while walking down the lane.

stream

meal

strange

head

weigh

deed

quail

sphere

ELA 
C-E

beginning

cane, rain

middle

cane, rain, lane

ending

cane, lane, while

two

his

many

six
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Poetic Devices - Answer Key

5 Check ALL the words that rhyme in this 
sentence.  

 My candy cane melted in the rain 
while walking down the lane.

stream

meal

strange

head

weigh

deed

quail

sphere

ELA 
C-E

beginning

cane, rain

middle

cane, rain, lane

ending

cane, lane, while

two

his

many

six



open-ended - 
town, brown, etc.

bee
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